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Abstract
This working paper outlines ongoing and planned efforts aimed at achieving an objective modelling of inter-
estingness in cross-domain knowledge bases. In pursuit of this objective, clickstream data serves as a primary
component for developing a novel measure of entity-related popularity. This measure is then integrated with two
couple-related similarity measures, culminating in the formulation of a new interestingness law. This principled
formalization is designed to undergo human validation, ultimately enhancing its reliability and comprehen-
siveness. The present contribution is intended to be propaedeutic to the development of a pipeline having a
Knowledge Graph as input, and an expanded version of the same as output, whereby every link is labelled by
an interestingness score, thus highlighting the most interesting paths, determined according to the proposed
domain-specific heuristics for interestingness detection. This work is expected to yield significant benefits for
Automatic Story Generation. Although this discipline, aided by Machine Learning, has made remarkable progress
in surface-level text realization, it still grapples with producing qualitatively rich outputs that offer substantive
informativeness. To address this challenge, a Knowledge Graph (particularly its most compelling paths identified
through the proposed methodology) is anticipated to integrate the Large Language Model, thus harnessing the
final output with the contextual information selected by users throughout the entire workflow- a scenario which
is particularly valuable in educational settings, where generated stories frequently serve pedagogical purposes.
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1. Delineation of knowledge gap and problem statement

Knowledge graphs are notably the most used and intuitive data structure for modelling narratives
[1, 2, 3]. For what concerns Story Generation, are indeed the LLMs representing nowadays the most
valuable resource [4, 5]. Non trivial issues, such as the enhancement of coherence [6], plausibility [7] and
contextuality [8] have already been successfully addressed, not rarely leveraging KGs. Beside coherence,
interestingness represents one of the most common metrics for evaluation of synthetic stories [9]. 1

According to the way they are currently modelled, there cannot be but a trade-off between the two:
the coherence of the represented events hinders the interestingness, which is conversely boosted by
unusual yet still sound connections between textual units, whether they are events, sentences or terms.

Beyond paving the way to the solution of this problem, the real-life scenario from which the semi-
automatic pipeline mentioned in this paper has drawn its motivation is the work usually performed
by essayists and novelists who are used to exploit archives, libraries, or any other type of cultural
repository as a source for inspiration and material. 2 Nowadays such collections are often digitized and
available to the public as Linked Open Data (LOD), and therefore displayable and processable as KGs.
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The process of digitization is usually very costly in terms of time and resources, and mainly undertaken
for preservation reasons [10]. However, reuse from society and the economic gain attached to it, is
what would really catalyse this effort. In turn, society would be highly encouraged to exploit such
resources if they are abundant, open, clean and duly maintained. It follows that a highly beneficial aim
is the creation of tools aiming at fuelling and smoothing out this virtuous cycle involving resources and
society. For this reason, the exploitation of the large availability of LOD to build the Knowledge base
required in our case study is regarded as particularly significant.

Shifting the interestingness modelling from the text-surface realization of synthetic stories towards
the general story plotting, is individuated as a straightforward way to detangle oneself from the initial
apparent contradiction between coherence and interestingness. For this reason, above all, the detection
of interesting paths in cross-domain Knowledge Graphs (KG) has to be considered a task of absolute
importance in the domain of Computational Creativity, particularly in Automatic Story Generation
(ASG). The almost ubiquitous definition of "interestingness" in current literature equates to that of
"relevance", thus relating to probabilistic measures or other heuristics intended to capture co-occurrence
and similarity between two or more concepts [11]. Conversely, this contribution intends to address the
problem of detecting interesting paths 3 in a Knowledge Graph tailored for narrative purposes (such as,
for instance, Event KGs [12, 3]).

To this extent, a novel formulation of interestingness is required. The present modelling work underlies
the implementation of an application for further expanding Knowledge Graphs (see Fig. 1) retrieved
by the HILDEGARD workflow [13] (i.e., semi-automatically elaborated on two or more entry-seeds
constituted by heritage objects as retrieved in Digital Heritage databases) and extracting the most
interesting paths.

Figure 1: ISAAKX - Interestingness-grounded Semi-AutomAtic Knowledge eXpansion. A pipeline proposal for
an Interestingness-based Knowledge Graph, with related implementation tools and methods.

In turn, this module is intended as the second one of a broader pipeline, featuring in its third step
a module which automatically generates from the retrieved RDF-triples SVO (Subject-Verb-Object)
triples, that will in turn be prompted in the final language model according to a Chain-of-Thoughts
[14] paradigm to perform an informed ASG.

2. A brief literature review on Interestingness

Humans present an inherent need for novelty probably associated with the dopamine D4 receptor
gene [15]. Recent findings in psychology confirm that surprise is summoned by unexpected (schema-
discrepant) events and its intensity is determined by the degree of schema-discrepancy [16]. Intuitively,
3In graph theory, a path is a walk in which neither edges nor nodes are repeated. A path ending with the same node it started,
is called "cycle".



humans find interesting what is not obvious, yet at the same time not random, since randomness might
cause confusion and boredom.

In both education and narrative, as well as in Information retrieval, the analogy represents an
outstanding device to create interesting associations: the issue of overlapping concepts throughout
different media and the human senses reserved for their fruition, is addressed from a cognitive as well
as computational perspective in the Conceptual Blending theory [17]. According to it, a process starts
by finding a partial mapping between elements of two input spaces that are perceived as analogous
with respect to their graph representation. Afterwards the so-called generic mental space encapsulates
the conceptual structure shared by the input spaces, generalising and possibly enriching them. This
space provides guidance to the next step of the process, where elements from each of the input spaces
are selectively projected into a new mental space, called the blend space.
Other devices generally regarded as interesting are, for instance, jokes, aphorisms, trivia, poetries,
novels and so on. The reason why we find them interesting, can be boiled down to the concept of twist.
The twist individuated in the following is the gap between two different kinds of similarity, but plenty
of other ones can be eventually found, such as paradoxes and contraddictions, or even graph- structural
gaps [18]. Before proceeding with the proposed method to pinpoint the most "interesting" triples in a
KG, let us first review the existing scientific literature on the topic of interestingness (also known as
novelty/surprisingness) measures.

The concept of interestingness has been differently defined in accordance to the discipline it occurs in.
In Hilderman & Hamilton (1999) [19] a thorough survey of all possible measures is performed in the field
of Knowledge Discovery (KD), where they are ranked by representation (the dataset format on which they
are to be applied, such as classification rules, summaries, or association rules), foundation (probabilistic,
distance-based, syntactic or utilitarian), scope (single rule/rule set) and class (objective/subjective).

Subjective measures involve the user’s background knowledge about the data, encompassing input
bias, constraints, beliefs, expectations, or interactive feedback. These subjective measures are typically
integrated into the mining process4, and their representation can vary. In contrast, objective interest-
ingness measures solely rely on the data itself, without requiring additional user inputs. Our approach,
specified in the section "Task’s formal definition", aims at objectivising the subjective measures such as
"unexpectedness" and "novelty" [20]. It could be argued that subjective measures of interestingness
recognize that a pattern may be interesting for someone, and for somebody else not. For example, a
pattern discovering some security trading irregularities, such as insider trading, may be of great interest
to the officials from the Securities and Exchange Commission and of very little use to a homeless person
living in Naples [21]. The subjectivity in this paper it is advocated for is rather "Intersubjectivity", i.e.
objective subjectivity, where with "objective" is typically meant conventional. One of the most relevant
measures to this respect is the Silbershatz and Tuzhilin’s Interestingness, which determines the extent
to which a soft belief is changed as a result of encountering new evidence5

Large foundational Upper Ontologies, such as DOLCE and Cyc can provide the encoding of general
knowledge, the hard beliefs. Also domain-specific Ontologies, such as CIDOC-CRM6 for Cultural
Heritage, often contain in their schema-specification formulas in Description Logic, describing inferences
can be used to further expand, in a downstreaming fashion, the hard beliefs required to proceed in
modelling interestingness. As an example for the so-called "objective" measures, may it suffice to
report Freitas’ Surprisingness [23], according to which the interestingness of discovered knowledge is
obtained via the explicit detection of occurrences of Simpson’s paradox. 7 According to our approach,

4Knowledge discovery in databases, commonly also referred to as knowledge mining, involves the effective identification
of previously undiscovered, valid and potentially valuable patterns within extensive databases. It encompasses diverse
techniques and algorithms, each varying in the types of data analysed and the method of representing the acquired knowledge.

5A soft belief is one that an agent is can easily change provided that new evidence is encountered [19]. In [22] subjective
measures of interestingness are considered in more depth. These measures are classified into actionable and unexpected, and
the relationship between them is examined.

6https://cidoc-crm.org/Version/version-7.1.3.
7Simpson’s Paradox occurs when a trend that is visible within separate groups of data vanishes or reverses once the groups
are merged. This phenomenon happens due to the presence of a lurking variable or confounding factor that affects the
relationship between the observed variables. As a result, combining the data can lead to misleading or counterintuitive
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the paradox/contraddiction is identified as a heuristics that effectively capture interestingness, which
similarly to the analogy links entities very similar to some extent, but very different to another one.
The allocated Interestingness measures are meaningful in a work frame where transactions happens,
i.e. operations that modify the database. Transactional databases are used, for instance, in banking or
online retail systems. Association rules are patterns or relationships discovered within transactional
databases that reveal connections between different items based on their co-occurrence in transactions.
These changes can form patterns, that association rules are then supposed to capture, allowing the
detection of some interesting yet hidden ones. These rules are often represented in the form of "if-then"
statements. For example, a simple association rule might be: "If a customer buys item A, then he is
likely to buy item B as well."

Rules interestingness involves assessing the value or relevance of these discovered rules, usually
against ground-truth baselines. Various measures are used to determine the interestingness of associa-
tion rules, including (freely adapted from [11]):

1. Support: The frequency that A and B co-occur in a single transaction;
2. Confidence: The percentage of transactions containing both A and B compared to the number

of transactions containing only B;
3. Lift: The ratio of the probability of A and B co-occurring in the same transaction compared to

the probability expected if A and B were independent;

Although the attempt presented in this contribution proposes not a "more interesting" association
rule, rather an rule for interestingness, these association rules could be indeed exploited to assess
the relationships among the individuated sub-components, thus helping in polishing the general
interestingness law (2). However, the same and other papers reporting similar measures, apply them in
relational databases without disruptions, interpreting the above-mentioned As and Bs not as items or
item-sets, but rather as entities. If the similarity between temporal Knowledge Graphs and transactional
databases is intuitive, it is required, regarding static Knowledge Graphs, to introduce other concepts,
such as, for example, the subpatterns and superpatterns mentioned in [11]. Therein, Surpringness I
evaluates how difficultly a pattern’s frequency can be derived from its components (subpatterns);
Surpringness II evaluates how difficultly a pattern’s frequency can be derived from its superpatterns.
The authors define potentially interesting patterns those ones showing high Surprisingness I, and just high
enough occurrence to catch attention (but not as high as well-known patterns, nor as low as exceptions).
They result potentially interesting because they are not very well-known yet [ibid.].

Despite this approach, whose mindset constitutes considerable part of the inspiration of the present
work, all considered literature on interestingness measures adopted on Networks, including the one
referring explicitly to ontology based data [24, 22], do not take in consideration that the relationships
may also be weighted, but use the concept of Semantic Similarity, realized in Rada similarity, exploiting
the shortest path between two entities, and Resnik similarity, where the similarity between classes x
and y is defined as the information content of their Most Informative Common Ancestor [ibid.]. Even
in that case, interestingness is tuned on similarity. Although quite often the Knowledge based used for
analysis and evaluation includes large Cross-domain Knowledge Graphs, such as Wikidata, to the best
of our knowledge the clickstream data feature is never leveraged to attempt at a more comprehensive
measurement of interestingness, which in this paper is regarded as an objective measure based on
novelty8.

In [25] exploiting user browsing behavior in clicks from one page to another has been already
successfully implemented in the domain of Natural Language Processing (NLP), but without taking into
account the complexity of general interestingness.

outcomes, where the overall association may be opposite to that observed within individual subgroups.
8A glimpse on recent use of clickstream-data can be found at https://wikimediafoundation.org/news/2018/01/16/
wikipedia-rabbit-hole-clickstream/.
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3. Task’s formal definition

The modelling of "Interestingness" depends, among other factors, on the magnitude of application.
For the moment, we consider only the assessment of the interestingness of a relationship between
two entities. An entity belonging to a Cross-domain Knowledge Graph, such as Wikipedia, can be
classified according to measures that are easier to model mathematically, such as, for instance, the
popularity. Intuitively, the more accesses a web pages receives, the more popular it is. Nevertheless,
if two entities have the same number of views, the one with fewer incoming links is deemed more
popular because accessing it is less straightforward. To capture this heuristic we resort to the concept
of graph centrality. The literature presents many measure for assessing node centrality in a given graph.
Subgraph centrality of a node u in G can be found using a spectral decomposition of the adjacency

matrix [26]: 𝐶subgraph(i) =
𝑁∑︀
𝑗=1

(︁
𝑣𝑖𝑗

)︁2
𝑒𝜆𝑗 where 𝑣𝑗 is an eigenvector of the adjacency matrix A of G

corresponding to the eigenvalue 𝜆𝑗 . Subgraph centrality provides a measure of how well-connected or
influential a specific set of nodes is within the overall network structure. This centrality measure has
been preferred to others because it enables the assessment of influence within particular substructures
of a network, offering a more focused perspective on centrality. This approach aids in the recognition
of nodes that, while lacking high global centrality, play a critical role within specific local communities
or subgraphs. For the moment, let us rely just on popularity, as absolute measure with whom nodes can
be labelled.

This example of a basic heuristic for the popularity P of an entity i, is rendered as in the following:

P(𝑖) ≃ 𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚(𝑖)

𝐶subgraph(i)
(1)

The clickstream data on single Wikipedia-entities can be collected by means of Python libraries such
as MediaWikiAPI. 9 On the other hand, to fetch the clickstream-data related to entity couples, there is no
other way than directly exploiting Wikimedia Clickstream Data Dumps. 10, as performed in the project
WikiNav. 11 Although the sketched formalization gives priority to the clickstream data, which also
represents the main resource proposed in this contribution, its scarcity raises some concerns: Wikipedia
seems to be the only Knowledge Graph presenting its availability. Conversely, graph centrality is a
structural property of every graph. For this reason, exploring the correlation between clickstream-data
and graph-centrality might lead to a satisfactory approximation of popularity leveraging only centrality,
thus allowing its detection on every graph, without requiring clickstream-data. For the moment, since
the selected graph does present such a resource, graph centrality is here used as a coefficient, to adjust
popularity according to the formulated heuristics.

Among relative measures, similarity is definitely the most known in literature. Two types of similarity
between two entities have been identified: corpus- and knowledge-based similarity. According to our
heuristics for interestingness as contraddiction, that two entities can be similar in one way, yet dissimilar
in the other, would indeed result interesting. Capturing the precise gap of this interestingness would
deliver its precise degree of interestingness. Both measures can be extracted by means of the Python
package Sematch [27]. 12 Knowledge-based similarity is therein captured by their Relatedness, whose
mathematical formalization has been expressed with:

relatedness(𝑎, 𝑏) = log(max(|𝐴|,|𝐵|))−log(|𝐴∩𝐵|)
log(|𝑊 |)−log(min(|𝐴|,|𝐵|))

,where a and b are the two articles of interest, A and B are the sets of all articles that link to a and
b respectively, and W is set of all articles in Wikipedia. The relatedness of a candidate sense is the
weighted average of its relatedness to each context article, where the weight of each comparison is
defined in the next section [28]. Otherwise, it would also be possible by means of Rdf-similarity [29].
Furthermore, corpus similarity is calculated in Sematch extracting YAGO concepts of the entity from
9https://pypi.org/project/mediawikiapi/.
10https://dumps.wikimedia.org/other/clickstream/readme.html.
11https://wikinav.toolforge.org/.
12https://pypi.org/project/sematch/.
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DBpedia using EntityFeatures class. Then, the top five concepts with highest graph-based information
contents are selected and composed as concept list. Finally, corpus similarity of two entities is calculated
by Pointwise Mutual Information or Latent Semantic Analysis of the related concept word lists, based
on large corpora [30]. Although YAGO concepts can equate to terms, they are not much likely to occur
in large corpora as they are. An effective work-around to this drawback would be using the more
general enLabel class obtained by using the Wikifier. Alternatively, pretrained word embeddings can be
exploited to vectorized the obtained word lists, and a cosine similarity can be then performed between
the two vectors. An other option to calculate the similarity of two vectors is executing their dot product,
and divide it be the product of their (for instance, Euclidean) norm.

It can be argued that concepts can be often be threated as entities, which cannot be said of the
converse. In case also a conceptual similarity between two specific entities is needed, it is possible to
extract concepts strictly related to entities by leveraging the enLabel property of the Wikifier13, the
Entity Linking tool used also in the previous step of the pipeline. After extracting the word-vectors of
concepts related to the entity, the average vector for each entity would represent a shallow representation
of the concept in the vector space. They can be then compared, by means of similarity measures such
as the Cosine Similarity. The obtained value would be a meaningful representation of the similarity
between the original entities.

Now that the general concept of interestingness has been broken down in other components which
can be more easily modelled mathematically, let us try to leverage them to possibly move towards a
modelling of interestingness. Since an entity/node can be either popular or unpopular and a relationship
as corpus- or knowledge based, our problem can be modelled as a permutation with repetition: if
the node can be of two types and the relationship of eight types (namely, high corpus- and high
knowledge-based similarity, low corpus- and low knowledge-based similarity, high corpus - and low
knowledge-based similarity, low corpus- and high knowledge-based), we can have: 2 × 8 × 2 = 32
possibilities, among which we have selected the following ones as interesting, because the only ones
showing the paradox/contradiction characteristic mentioned at the beginning:

1. Popular Entity (-) HIGH corpus- AND HIGH knowledge-based similarity (-) Unpopular Entity;
2. Popular Entity (-) HIGH corpus- BUT LOW knowledge-based similarity (-) Unpopular Entity;
3. Popular Entity (-) HIGH knowledge- BUT LOW corpus-based similarity (-) Unpopular Entity (e.g.

Trivia);
4. Popular Entity (-) HIGH corpus- BUT LOW knowledge-based similarity (-) Popular Entity
5. Popular Entity (-) HIGH knowledge- BUT LOW corpus-based similarity (-) Popular Entity

Given all aforementioned information, an attempt of interestingness model can be individuated in
the following formula:

I𝑛1,𝑛2 ∼=
P𝑛1,𝑛2× | S𝑛1,𝑛2 − DBpediaRel 𝑛1,𝑛2 |

log10 (𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑛1,𝑛2)
(2)

where:

S𝑛1,𝑛2
∼= ln

(︂⃒⃒⃒⃒
(CosineSimn1,n2 + DBpediaSim n1,n2)

2

⃒⃒⃒⃒)︂
and: P𝑛1,𝑛2

∼= ln (P𝑛1+𝑛2 + |P𝑛1−𝑛2|)

The distributional similarity between two entities is obtained through the simple average between
cosine similarity (corpus-based) and DBpedia similarity (as in Sematch, concepts- or labels- based),
whereas the popularity has been modelled in order to capture the following set of constraints:

1. The overall interestingness increases if both entities have a high popularity;
2. The overall interestingness increases if one entity is considerably more popular than the other;

The clickstream has been set as the denominator of the main law (2) according to the interpretation that
a lower clickstream, hence a lesser obviousness of the link, shall produce a higher overall interestingness

13https://wikifier.org/.

https://wikifier.org/


value. Once the general interestingness of every triple is computed, one can proceed on the second
step of our quest: the search of most interesting paths. As explained in [31], on a diachronic dimension,
interestingness cannot be simply formalized as a series of interesting events. Therefore, our problem
cannot be simply formalized as a maximization problem, of the kind: find the path of n given directly-
linked elements, whose relationships score is the highest. In this case we need a broader and at the
same time deeper consideration of what is to be considered interesting, on a sequential level. Following
the magic squares model of interestingness [ibid.], our problem can be formalized, for instance, in a
similar fashion:

Find the sequence of a given number n of relationships, whose interestingness scores, once arranged in a
squared matrix, most resemble the properties and constraints of a magic square of order

√
𝑛.

ClickstreamE1E2 PopularityE1 PopularityE2 PopularityDiff PopularitySum CosineSimilarityE1E2 DBpediaSimilarityE1E2 DBpediaRelatednessE1E2 InterestingnessE1E2
15 1831 113391.33 111560.33 115222.33 0.26 0.08 0.5 14.3
23 80818.67 113391.33 32572.66 194210 0.39 0.14 0.53 8.48
591 14588.98 113391.33 98802.35 127980.31 0.59 0.33 0.26 1.18
15 30504.74 113391.33 82886.59 143896.07 0.37 0.09 0.44 9.67
11 117113.39 113391.33 3722.06 230504.72 0.44 0.09 0.3 5.28
32 2330 113391.33 111061.33 115721.33 0.32 0.33 0.37 3.27
14 2592.67 113391.33 110798.66 115984 0.32 0.12 0.41 9.78
40 15062.33 113391.33 98329 128453.66 0.56 0.09 0.3 1.73
35 17000 113391.33 96391.33 130391.33 0.39 0.1 0.37 5.62
22 16401 113391.33 96990.33 129792.33 0.45 0.14 0.41 5.44
25 113472.17 113391.33 80.84 226863.5 0.28 0.14 0.56 10.92
30 46281.9 113391.33 67109.43 159673.23 0.39 0.12 0.46 7.1

Table 1
A glimpse of the features extracted calculated on a sample entity-couples dataset according to the proposed
modelling.

4. Discussion of results and future work

Throughout this paper a modelling of "Interestingness" towards "Novelty" (instead of the usual "Rel-
evance") has been fleshed out, addressing the theoretical foundation of the task "Interesting paths
retrieval", and its sub-tasks (see Fig. 1). The dataset to perform the required analysis has been harvested
by means of the off-the-shelf tools (see table 1)14. This step, achieved as preliminary proof of concept,
has failed to show unequivocal correlations among features at a first overview. Before proceeding
with a deeper analysis, it is first of all needed to validate the obtained values, as well as to clean and
properly normalize them. Furthermore, the last word on this topic cannot be said without involving
human evaluation, by designing reliable score-sheets and tests that can steer the formalization towards
a standardized and shared effort. To this extent, annotation tools such as the Amazon Mechanical Turk
can be used to ask more workers to perform the task: "Label this entity-couple as interesting or not
interesting, whereby "interesting" means that you would like to understand how precisely these entities
are related". The confidence of the annotation would then represent the real value of interestingness,
comprised between 0 and 1. After collecting the ground-truth values, it will be then necessary to
discover patterns among the features and their correlations with the ground-truth values.

At this point it can be argued, from a point of view of mere practicality, that if the problem can be
solved in a neural fashion, the interestingness law is not required any more. However, in the domain
of Computational Creativity, the understanding of mental processes under both neural and symbolic
paradigmas, treating data as rules and rules as data, would allow their integration and fibring, opening
new avenues for the implementation of truely intelligent systems, more effectively mimicking human
cognitive processes. As it can be noticed, in our proof of concept only couples of entities have been
taken in consideration, without their relationship. In our case, intuitively, the entities must be linked by
the Dbpedia Ontology relationship "dbo:wikiPageWikiLink". Specifying more precise relationships by
means of extraction methods, may represent an alternative avenue for narrativising knowledge graphs
(see Fig. 1).

14The code related to the project WikiWooW can be freely accessed at https://github.com/Glottocrisio/WikiWooW.
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The first part of the pipeline, as to be observed on the left side of the same figure, requires the KG to
be expanded by integration with general KGs in a semi-automatic fashion. The interestingness-values
for every link will then be assigned according to the same function previously identified for triple
scoring. To adapt the system to the subjectivity of the user, a gradient bar can be offered as input
for every parameter, and according to his own grading of each one the parameters, it will produce a
different rule, or a differently weighted rule.

Beside Wikipedia Infoboxes and Trivia, the starting knowledge base can be furtherly expanded
already in an "interesting" way: rule-based approach can be valuable for ambiguity detection, as also for
blends retrieval, according to the aforementioned conceptual blending theory [17]. More synthetically,
an alignment with Framester [32], a large multimodal knowledge base including even Sentiment- based
graphs, is supposed to be beneficial for our research direction. The eventual finding of a consistent
and shared formalization of "interesting path", as hinted in the previous paragraph, can lead to a stable
algorithm for interestingness-based walks, which can be leveraged for graph-embeddings.
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